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Abstract
In this work, we study the pseudomonotonicity of multivalued operators from the
point of view of polarity, in an analogous way as the well-known monotone polar
due to Martı´nez-Legaz and Svaiter, and the quasimonotone polar recently introduced
by Bueno and Cotrina. We show that this new polar, adapted for pseudomonotonic-
ity, possesses analogous properties to the monotone and quasimonotone polar, among
which are a characterization of pseudomonotonicity, maximality and pre-maximality.
Furthermore, we characterize the notion of D-maximal pseudomonotonicity intro-
duced by Hadjisavvas. We conclude this work studying the connections between pseu-
domonotonicity and variational inequality problems.
Keywords: Pseudomonotonicity, Maximal pseudomonotonicity, Pseudomonotone Po-
larity, Variational Inequality
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1 Introduction
The notion of pseudomonotonicity, in the sense of Karamardian [14], plays a big role in cer-
tain mathematical applications, for instance, variational inequality problems and problems
on consumer theory, see [6, 8, 11, 12, 13], and the references therein.
The theory of pseudomonotone operators has been steadily developed in the past decades.
However, in contrast with the theory of maximal monotone operators, the literature about
maximal generalized monotonicity is, to our best knowledge, reduced to [3, 7, 9, 10]. In
particular, in [10], the notion of D-maximal pseudomonotonicity is introduced, which is
based on an equivalence related to variational inequalities.
The monotone polar was introduced by Martı´nez-Legaz and Svaiter [15]. Its main
feature is to provide an easy characterization of monotonicity, maximal monotonicity and
pre-maximal monotonicity. In a similar way, Bueno and Cotrina [5] introduced the quasi-
monotone polar which, besides characterizing (maximal, pre-maximal) quasimonotonicity,
˚Universidad del Pacı´fico. Av. Salaverry 2020, Jesu´s Marı´a, Lima, Peru´. Email: {o.buenotangoa,
cotrina je}@up.edu.pe
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is related to the Minty variational inequality problem and, in particular, to the study of the
adjusted normal operator defined by Aussel and Hadjisavvas [4].
The aim of this paper is to introduce the pseudomonotone polar and study its connec-
tion with the maximal pseudomonotonicty (including the weaker D-maximality) and its
connection with the Minty and Stampacchia variational inequality problems. The paper is
organized as follows: in section 3 we provide the definition of pseudomonotone polar, along
with a characterization in terms of normal cones and the study of its set of zeros. In sec-
tions 4 and 5 we use the polar to study the pseudomonotonicity, maximal and pre-maximal
pseudomonotonicity of an operator and, in addition, we characterize the D-maximality in
terms of the pseudomonotone polar. Finally in section 6, we relate the pseudomonotonicity
with the solution sets of variational inequality problems.
2 Preliminary definitions and notations
Let U, V be non-empty sets. A multivalued operator T : U Ñ V is an application T :
U Ñ PpV q, that is, for u P U , T puq Ă V . The domain, range and graph of T are defined,
respectively, as
dompT q “
 
u P U : T puq ‰ H
(
, ranpT q “
ď
uPU
T puq,
and grapT q “
 
pu, vq P U ˆ V : v P T puq
(
.
Given A Ă U , the restriction of T to A is the operator T |A defined as T |Apxq “ T pxq, if
x P A, and T |Apxq “ H, otherwise.
From now on, we will identify multivalued operators with their graphs, so we will write
pu, vq P T instead of pu, vq P grapT q.
Let V be a real vector space, and let A Ă V . The convex hull of A, denoted as copAq, is
the smallest convex set (in the sense of inclusion) which contains A. The segment between
u and v in V is the set ru, vs “ cotu, vu. The conic hull of A is the set
conepAq “ ttv P V : t ě 0, v P Au,
whereas its strict conic hull is the set
cone˝pAq “ ttv P V : t ą 0, v P Au.
Furthermore, given T : U Ñ V , we denote conepT q : U Ñ V (respectively, cone˝pT q :
U Ñ V ) as the operator defined by conepT qpxq “ conepT pxqq (respectively, cone˝pT qpxq “
cone˝pT pxqq), for all x P dompT q. In addition, the set of zeros of T is the set
ZT “ tx P X : 0 P T pxqu.
Note that ZT “ Zcone˝pT q.
Let X be a Banach space and X˚ be its topological dual. The duality product is defined
as xx, x˚y “ x˚pxq.
Let C Ă X be a convex set and x P X . The normal cone of C at x is the set
NCpxq “ tx
˚ P X˚ : xy ´ x, x˚y ď 0, @ y P Cu.
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Moreover, the strict normal cone of C at x is the set
N˝Cpxq “ tx
˚ P X˚ : xy ´ x, x˚y ă 0, @ y P Cu.
By a vacuity argument, we note that if C “ H then NCpxq “ N˝Cpxq “ X˚.
The monotone polar [15] of an operator T : X Ñ X˚ is the operator T µ defined as
T µ “ tpx, x˚q P X ˆX˚ : xx´ y, x˚ ´ y˚y ě 0, @ py, y˚q P T u.
In the same way, the quasimonotone polar [5] of T is the operator T ν defined as
T ν “ tpx, x˚q P X ˆX˚ : mintxy ´ x, x˚y, xx´ y, y˚yu ď 0, @ py, y˚q P T u.
The notions of (quasi)monotonicity, maximal and pre-maximal (quasi)monotonicity can be
expressed in terms of the (quasi)monotone polar. More precisely:
1. T is (quasi)monotone if, and only if, T Ă T µpT νq;
2. T is maximal (quasi)monotone if, and only if, T “ T µpT νq;
3. T is pre-maximal (quasi)monotone if, and only if, T and T µpT νq are (quasi)monotone.
3 The pseudomonotone polar
We say that px, x˚q is in a pseudomonotone relation with py, y˚q, denoted by px, x˚q „p
py, y˚q, if
mintxx´ y, y˚y, xy ´ x, x˚yu ă 0 or xx´ y, y˚y “ xy ´ x, x˚y “ 0.
It is clear that „p is a reflexive and symmetric relation on X ˆ X˚. Although it is not
transitive, a weaker form of transitivity can be obtained.
Proposition 3.1. Let px, x˚q, py, y˚q, pz, z˚q P XˆX˚, with z P rx, ys. If px, x˚q „p pz, z˚q
and pz, z˚q „p py, y˚q then px, x˚q „p py, y˚q.
Proof. Let z “ tx` p1´ tqy, with t Ps0, 1r (the result is trivial when t “ 0, 1). Note that
xz ´ y, y˚y “ txx´ y, y˚y, xz ´ x, x˚y “ p1´ tqxy ´ x, x˚y
p1´ tqxy ´ z, z˚y “ ´txx´ z, z˚y.
Without loss of generality, assume that xx ´ y, y˚y ą 0 and xy ´ x, x˚y ě 0. Then xz ´
x, x˚y ě 0 and xz´y, y˚y ą 0. As py, y˚q „p pz, z˚q, the latter implies that xy´z, z˚y ă 0,
which in turn implies xx´ z, z˚y ą 0. This contradicts px, x˚q „p pz, z˚q.
The proof of the following lemma is analogous to Lemma 3.4 in [5]
Lemma 3.2. Let T : X Ñ X˚ be a multivalued operator and let px, x˚q P T ρ, py, y˚q P T
and t, s ą 0. Then px, tx˚q „p py, sy˚q.
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Definition 3.3. The pseudomonotone polar of T : X Ñ X˚, T ρ is given by
T ρ “ tpx, x˚q P X ˆX˚ : px, x˚q „p py, y
˚q, @py, y˚q P T u
It is clear from the definition that
T µ Ă T ρ Ă T ν , (1)
for every operator T : X Ñ X˚.
Example 3.4. For x P X , tpx, 0quρ “ tpx, 0quµ. Moreover, it is straightforward to verify
that pX ˆ t0uqρ “ X ˆ t0u.
The following proposition lists some polarity properties of T ρ.
Proposition 3.5.
1.
˜ď
iPI
Ti
¸ρ
“
č
iPI
T
ρ
i .
2. T Ă T ρρ.
3. T ρρρ “ T ρ.
4. If T Ă S then Sρ Ă T ρ.
In addition
5. Hρ “ X ˆX˚, pX ˆX˚qρ “ H
6. T ρµ Ă T µµ Ă T µρ
7. T ρµ Ă T ρρ Ă T µρ
Proof. Items 1 to 4 are direct consequences of the fact that the map T ÞÑ T ρ is a polar-
ity [15]. Item 5 follows directly from the definition and a vacuity argument. Items 6 and 7
come from equation (1) and item 4.
We now deal with the set of zeros of T ρ.
Proposition 3.6. Let T : X Ñ X˚ be a multivalued operator. Then ZT ρ is a weak-closed
convex set.
Proof. It is enough to observe that px, 0q P T ρ if, and only if, xx ´ y, y˚y ď 0, for all
py, y˚q P T . Therefore, definining Cpy, y˚q “ tx P X : xx´ y, y˚y ď 0u, we have
ZT ρ “
č
py,y˚qPT
Cpy, y˚q.
The proposition follows, since each Cpy, y˚q is weak-closed and convex.
Proposition 3.7. Let T : X Ñ X˚ be a multivalued operator. Then ZTµ “ ZT ρ .
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Proof. Since T µ Ă T ρ, ZTµ Ă ZT ρ . On the other hand, given x P ZT ρ , from the proof of
Proposition 3.6, we have xx´ y, y˚y ď 0, for all py, y˚q P T . This in turn implies
xx´ y, 0´ y˚y ě 0, @ py, y˚q P T,
that is, px, 0q P T µ. This proves the proposition.
Corollary 3.8 in [5] shows that the images of the quasimonotone polar are conic, convex
and weak˚-closed. In a similar way, we have the following proposition.
Proposition 3.8. Let T : X Ñ X˚ be multivalued operator. Then the following assertions
hold.
1. cone˝pT qρ “ T ρ “ cone˝pT ρq. In particular T ρpxq is a cone, for all x P X;
2. T ρpxq is a convex set, for all x P X;
A natural question is if the closure of the pseudomonotone polar coincides with the
quasimonotone polar of an operator. The answer is negative, take for instance T “ Rˆt0u.
It is clear that T “ clpTρq ‰ T ν “ R2.
Given T : X Ñ X˚ a multivalued operator, consider the sets
VT pxq “ ty P X : D y
˚ P T pyq, xx´ y, y˚y ą 0u.
and
WT pxq “ ty P X : D y
˚ P T pyq, xx´ y, y˚y “ 0u.
Thus, we can state the following characterization of T ρpxq.
Proposition 3.9. Let T : X Ñ X˚ be a multivalued operator. Then, for x P X ,
T ρpxq “ N˝VT pxqpxq XNWT pxqpxq.
Proof. Let x˚ P T ρpxq. If y P VT pxq then there exists y˚ P T pyq such that xx´ y, y˚y ą 0.
Therefore px, x˚q „p py, y˚q so xy ´ x, x˚y ă 0. Thus x˚ P N˝VT pxqpxq, since y P VT pxq
was arbitrary . On the other hand, if y P WT pxq, then there exists y˚ P T pyq such that
xx´y, y˚y “ 0. Again, we have px, x˚q „p py, y˚q, so xy´x, x˚y ď 0 and x˚ P NWT pxqpxq.
Conversely, take x˚ P N˝VT pxqpxq XNWT pxqpxq and py, y
˚q P T . If xx´ y, y˚y ă 0 then
clearly px, x˚q „p py, y˚q. Now assume that xx ´ y, y˚y “ 0, that is, y P WT pxq. Since
x˚ P NWT pxqpxq, xy´x, x
˚y ď 0. This also implies that px, x˚q „p py, y˚q. Finally, assume
that xx´y, y˚y ą 0, that is y P VT pxq. In this case, x˚ P N˝VT pxqpxq implies xy´x, x
˚y ă 0,
which in turn implies px, x˚q „p py, y˚q. Hence, we conclude px, x˚q P T ρ.
Corollary 3.10. Let T : X Ñ X˚ be a multivalued operator and let x P X . The following
are equivalent:
1. VT pxq “ H,
2. x P ZT ρ ,
3. T ρpxq “ NWT pxqpxq,
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4. x P dompT ρq and T ρpxq is weak˚-closed.
Proof. If VT pxq “ H thenN˝VT pxqpxq “ X˚ thus implying 3. Since a normal cone is always
non-empty and weak˚-closed, 3 implies 4. Now assume 4 and take x˚ P T ρpxq. If x˚ “ 0
then x P ZT ρ, so assume that x˚ ‰ 0. Since T ρpxq is a cone, tx˚ P T ρpxq, for all t ą 0.
Taking the limit when t Ñ 0`, as T ρpxq is weak˚-closed, we conclude that 0 P T ρpxq.
Finally, assuming 2, from Proposition 3.9 we obtain 0 P N˝VT pxqpxq, which is absurd, unless
VT pxq “ H.
4 On pseudomonotone operators
Recall that an operator T : X Ñ X˚ is pseudomonotone if, for every px, x˚q, py, y˚q P T ,
the following implication holds
xy ´ x, x˚y ě 0 ùñ xy ´ x, y˚y ě 0,
or, equivalently, every px, x˚q, py, y˚q P T are pseudomonotonically related, that is,
mintxy ´ x, x˚y, xx´ y, y˚yu ă 0 or xy ´ x, x˚y “ xx´ y, y˚y “ 0.
As was in the monotone and quasimonotone case, the pseudomonotone polar provides
a way of characterizing pseudomonotonicity.
Proposition 4.1. Let T : X Ñ X˚. The following conditions are equivalent:
1. T is pseudomonotone,
2. T Ă T ρ,
3. T ρρ Ă T ρ,
4. T ρρ is pseudomonotone,
5. cone˝pT q is pseudomonotone.
Corollary 4.2. Let T : X Ñ X˚ be a pseudomonotone operator. Then px, x˚q P T ρ if, and
only if, T Y tpx, x˚qu is pseudomonotone.
Example 4.3. Let T “ pRˆ t0uq Y tp0, 1qu. Straightforward calculations show that
T ν “ tpx, x˚q P R2 : x ď 0 or x˚ ě 0u and T ρ “ tpx, 0q P R2 : x ď 0u.
Therefore, T is quasimonotone but not pseudomonotone. Note, in addition, that T ρ is
monotone.
Joining together Propositions 3.6 and 4.1, we obtain the following corollary.
Corollary 4.4. Let T : X Ñ X˚ be a pseudomonotone operator. Then cowpZT q Ă ZT ρ.
The latter inclusion is strict in general, as shown by the following example.
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Example 4.5. Let T : R Ñ R be a multivalued operator defined as T “ pR´ ˆ t´1uq Y
pR` ˆ t1uq. Clearly, T is pseudomonotone and ZT “ H. However,
T ρ “ tpx, x˚q P R2 : xx˚ ą 0 or x “ 0u
and ZT ρ “ t0u.
Proposition 4.6. Let T : X Ñ X˚ be a multivalued operator. If copdompT qq Ă dompT ρq
then T is pseudomonotone.
Proof. Take px, x˚q, py, y˚q P T and let z “ px ` yq{2 P rx, ys Ă copdompT qq. Then
z P dompT ρq and there exists z˚ P T ρpzq. In particular, pz, z˚q is pseudomonotonically
related to both px, x˚q and py, y˚q. Therefore, by Proposition 3.1, px, x˚q and py, y˚q are
pseudomonotonically related. The proposition follows.
The following example shows that we cannot drop the condition of taking the convex
hull of the domain in the last proposition.
Example 4.7. Let T “ tp0, 1q, p1, 0qu. Then T ρ “ ps ´ 8, 0s ˆ R´q Y pr1,`8rˆR``q
and dompT q “ t0, 1u Ă Rzs0, 1r“ dompT ρq. However T is not pseudomonotone.
As a direct consequence of Proposition 4.6 we have the following corollary.
Corollary 4.8. Let T : X Ñ X˚ be a multivalued operator. If dompT ρq “ X then T is
pseudomonotone.
Remark 4.9. Propositions 3.1 and 4.6 and Corollary 4.8 can be restated for monotonicity
instead of pseudomonotonicity, with similar proofs.
We say that T is maximal pseudomonotone if T is pseudomonotone and it is maximal
in the sense of inclusion, that is, if T Ă S and S is pseudomonotone, then T “ S. A direct
consequence of Zorn’s Lemma shows that every pseudomonotone operator must have a
maximal pseudomonotone extension, that is, a maximal pseudomonotone operator which
contains it.
Proposition 4.10. Let T : X Ñ X˚ be a pseudomonotone operator and let P pT q be the
set of maximal pseudomonotone extensions of T . Then
1. T ρ “
ď
MPP pT q
M;
2. T ρρ “
č
MPP pT q
M;
3. T is maximal pseudomonotone if, and only if, T “ T ρ.
From Example 3.4, the operator T “ X ˆ t0u satisfies T “ T ρ, so T is both maxi-
mal pseudomonotone and maximal monotone. The following proposition shows that this
operator is the only one with this property.
Proposition 4.11. Let T : X Ñ X˚ be a monotone operator. Then T is maximal pseu-
domonotone if, and only if, T “ X ˆ t0u.
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Proof. The “if” part follows from Example 3.4 and Proposition 4.10. We now prove the
“only if” part. From the monotonicity and maximal pseudomonotonicity of T , we obtain
the inclusions T Ă T µ Ă T ρ “ T , which in turn imply that T is maximal monotone.
We assert that ZT “ dompT q. Indeed, let x P dompT q and take x˚ P T pxq. Note
that the maximal monotonicity and pseudomonotonicity of T together imply that T ρpxq “
T pxq is a weak˚-closed conic set. Using Corollary 3.10, we conclude that x P ZT . In
addition, Proposition 3.6 implies that dompT q is weak-closed and convex. Assume that
there exists x R dompT q. Using the Hahn-Banach Theorem, there exists x˚ P X˚ such
that xy ´ x, x˚y ă 0, for all y P dompT q. This implies that px, x˚q „p py, y˚q, for all
py, y˚q P T , that is, px, x˚q P T ρ “ T , a contradiction. Therefore dompT q “ X . The
proposition follows by noting that T pxq “ NXpxq “ t0u, for all x P X .
If T is a pseudomonotone operator such that T ρ is pseudomonotone (therefore, maximal
pseudomonotone), then T will be called pre-maximal pseudomonotone. A pre-maximal
pseudomonotone operator is not necesarily maximal, but possesses a unique maximal pseu-
domonotone extension.
Lemma 4.12. Let T, S : X Ñ X˚ be two pseudomonotone operators such that T Ă S. If
T is pre-maximal pseudomonotone then S is pre-maximal pseudomonotone and T ρ “ Sρ
Proof. Clearly T Ă S Ă Sρ Ă T ρ. Since that T ρ is pseudomonotone its follow that Sρ is
pseudomonotone. Therefore, S is pre-maximal pseudomonotone.
For T : X Ñ X˚ and α˚ P X˚, consider the linear perturbation T ` α˚ : X Ñ X˚
defined as
pT ` α˚qpxq “ T pxq ` α˚, @x P X.
The relation between the quasimonotonicity of the linear perturbations T ` α˚ and the
monotonicity of T was originally established by Aussel, Corvellec and Lassonde [1], and
then extended to include maximality by Aussel and Eberhard [3, Proposition 6]. Re-
cently, Bueno and Cotrina presented an analogous version of this result considering pre-
maximality [5]. As pre-maximal pseudomonotonicity does not imply pre-maximal quasi-
monotonicity (see Example 3.4), we now present a version of the previous results which
relates pre-maximal pseudomonotonicity and monotonicity.
Proposition 4.13. Let T : X Ñ X˚ be a multivalued operator such that T`α˚ : X Ñ X˚
is pre-maximal pseudomonotone, for all α˚ P X˚. Then T is pre-maximal monotone and
T µ is pre-maximal pseudomonotone.
Proof. Monotonicity of T is obtained from [1, Proposition 2.1]. Following the same proof
of Proposition 4.12 in [5] we obtain that T µ is monotone. Finally, since T Ă T µ Ă
T ρ, Lemma 4.12 and pre-maximality of T imply the pre-maximal pseudomonotonicity of
T µ.
5 On D-maximal pseudomonotonicity
We now address a weaker notion of maximality, defined by Hadjisavvas [10], which he
called D-maximal pseudomonotonicity. Explicitly, T : X Ñ X˚ is D-maximal pseu-
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domonotone, if T is pseudomonotone and there exists an equivalent pseudomonotone op-
erator S, that is, dompT q “ dompSq, ZT “ ZS and conepT pxqq “ conepSpxqq, for all
x P dompT qzZT , which has no proper pseudomonotone extension with the same domain.
As expected, a maximal pseudomonotone operator is also D-maximal pseudomono-
tone.
Also in [10], the author considered the maximal equivalent operator (in the sense of
inclusion) of a pseudomonotone operator. Let T : X Ñ X˚ be a pseudomonotone operator.
For x P ZT , consider
LpT, xq “ ty P X : Dy˚ P T pyq, xx´ y, y˚y ě 0u,
and the operator pT : X Ñ X˚,
pT pxq “
$’&’%
NLpT,xqpxq, if x P ZT ,
cone˝pT pxqq, if x P dompT qzZT ,
H, if x R dompT q.
Proposition 5.1 ([10, Proposition 2.1]). Let T : X Ñ X˚ be pseudomonotone. Then
1. pT is pseudomonotone;
2. T is equivalent to pT ;
3. pT is the greatest, in the sense of inclusion, between all pseudomonotone operators
equivalent to T ;
4. if T and S are equivalent, then pT “ pS.
Note that dompT q “ domppT q. In addition, since ZT Ă ZT ρ , when x P ZT , LpT, xq “
WT pxq and pT pxq “ T ρpxq. This, along with Proposition 5.1, Proposition 3.5, item 4, and
Proposition 4.1, item 2, implies the following inclusions
T Ă pT Ă ppT qρ Ă T ρ. (2)
The fact that the domain of pT is the same as T motivates us to study the pseudomono-
tone polar of T restricted to T ’s domain, which we will denote as T ρD “ T ρ|dompT q. With
this notation, we can rewrite (2) and obtain
T Ă pT Ă ppT qρD Ă T ρD. (3)
These four operators have the same domain, dompT q.
We now give a characterization of D-maximality in terms of the polar of the operatorpT .
Theorem 5.2. Let T : X Ñ X˚ be a pseudomonotone operator. Then T is D-maximal
pseudomonotone if, and only if, pT “ ppT qρD.
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Proof. Assume that T is D-maximal pseudomonotone. From Proposition 5.1, item 1, we
have pT Ă ppT qρD. On the other hand, given px, x˚q P ppT qρD, by Corollary 4.2, pT Y tpx, x˚qu
is pseudomonotone. Since T is D-maximal pseudomonotone, px, x˚q P pT . This proves the
“only if” part.
For the “if” part, note that, by Proposition 5.1, item 3, it is enough to prove that pT has
no proper pseudomonotone extension with the same domain. Otherwise, there would exist
px, x˚q P XˆX˚, with x P dompT q, such that S 1 “ pTYtpx, x˚qu is pseudomonotone. This
implies that px, x˚q P ppT qρD. Therefore, px, x˚q P pT and T is D-maximal pseudomonotone.
Remark 5.3. It is not difficult to show that if dompT q “ X then T is D-maximal pseu-
domonotone if, and only if, pT is maximal pseudomonotone. However, in the case general
is false, consider us the multivalued operator of Example 4.5, the operator pT is defined by
pT pxq “ " s ´ 8, 0r , x ă 0
s0,`8r , x ą 0
Clearly T is D-maximal pseudomonotone but pT isnt maximal pseudomonotone.
Define T ρρD “ T ρρ|dompT q. As a direct consequence of Theorem 5.2 we have the follow-
ing corollary.
Corollary 5.4. Let T : X Ñ X˚ be a multivalued operator. If T is D-maximal pseu-
domonotone then T ρρD Ă pT “ ppT qρρD .
From Theorem 5.2 and inclusion (3) we have the following corollary.
Corollary 5.5. Let T : X Ñ X˚ be a D-maximal pseudomonotone operator. If dompT q “
dompT ρq then pT is maximal pseudomonotone.
Proposition 5.6. Let T : X Ñ X˚ be a pseudomonotone operator. If dompT q is convex
then ppT qρD “ T ρD.
Proof. From (3), we already have the inclusion ppT qρD Ă T ρD. Let px, x˚q P T ρD, then
x P dompT q and px, x˚q P T ρ. We now prove that px, x˚q P ppT qρ. Indeed, take py, y˚q P pT ,
then py, y˚q P T ρ and y P dompT q. Since dompT q is convex, z “ x` y
2
P dompT q so
there exists z˚ P T pzq. Thus, pz, z˚q is pseudomonotonically related to px, x˚q and py, y˚q
and, by Proposition 3.1, px, x˚q and py, y˚q are pseudomonotonically related. Therefore
px, x˚q P ppT qρ, so ppT qρD “ T ρD, and the proposition follows.
From Theorem 5.2 and Proposition 5.6, we recover Lemma 3.2 in [10].
Corollary 5.7. Let T : X Ñ X˚ be a pseudomonotone operator. If pT “ T ρD then T is
D-maximal pseudomonotone. In addition, if dompT q is convex then the converse is true.
Proof. From the inclusions in (3), if pT “ T ρD then pT “ ppT qρD and, by Theorem 5.2, T is
D-maximal pseudomonotone. When dompT q is convex, by Proposition 5.6, T ρD “ ppT qρD,
which coincides with pT again from Theorem 5.2.
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It is a direct consequence of Zorn’s Lemma that every pseudomonotone operator has a
D-maximal pseudomonotone extension with the same domain. Moreover, it is straightfor-
ward to prove that T ρD is the union of all D-maximal pseudomonotone operators containing
T .
Example 5.8 ([10]). Consider T : R Ñ R, T “ tp0,´1q, p1, 0qu, which is a pseudomono-
tone operator. In this case pT “ pt0u ˆ R``q Y pt1u ˆ Rq. Note that pT does not have
a pseudomonotone extension with the same domain, so T is D-maximal pseudomono-
tone. However, T ρD “ pt0u ˆ R`q Y pt1u ˆ Rq is not pseudomonotone. Now consider
S “ pt0u ˆ R´q Y pt1u ˆ R`q, and observe that T Ă S and S also does not have a
pseudomonotone extension with the same domain. Thus S is D-maximal pseudomonotone
aswell. Finally, observe that T ρD “ pT Y S.
Remark 5.9. If T is pseudomonotone and pT “ T ρ then T is pre-maximal pseudomonotone
and D-maximal pseudomonotone.
The condition of pre-maximal pseudomonotonicity can be used to replace convexity of
the domain in Corollary 5.7.
Corollary 5.10. Let T : X Ñ X˚ be a pre-maximal pseudomonotone operator. Then T is
D-maximal pseudomonotone if, and only if, pT “ T ρD.
Proof. First note that if T is pre-maximal pseudomonotone then T ρD is pseudomonotone.
This, together with (3), implies that T ρD is a pseudomonotone extension of pT . Therefore,
if T is D-maximal pseudomonotone, pT “ T ρD. The converse follows again from (3) and
Theorem 5.2.
From Lemma 4.12 and inclusion (2) we have the following corollary.
Corollary 5.11. Let T : X Ñ X˚ be a pre-maximal pseudomonotone operator. Then pT is
pre-maximal pseudomonotone and ppT qρ “ T ρ.
6 On variational inequalities
We now deal with variational inequality problems, in the sense of Stampacchia and Minty.
Given a multivalued operator T : X Ñ X˚ and a set K Ă X , the Stampacchia Variational
Inequality Problem associated to T and K is
to find x P K, such that D x˚ P T pxq, xy ´ x, x˚y ě 0, @ y P K. (SVIP)
In a dual way, the Minty Variational Inequality Problem associated to T and K is
to find x P K, such that xx´ y, y˚y ď 0, @ py, y˚q P T, y P K. (MVIP)
The solution sets of the (SVIP) and (MVIP) will be denoted as SpT,Kq and MpT,Kq,
respectively.
It is not difficult to prove that MpT,Kq is convex and (weakly-)closed, provided that
K is convex and (weakly-)closed. Also, when K “ X ,
SpT,Xq “ ZT and MpT,Xq “ ZT ρ .
We now study the connections between the VIP solution sets and the pseudo and quasi-
monotone polars. First, we need the following lemma.
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Lemma 6.1. Let T1, T2 : X Ñ X˚ be multivalued operators and K Ă X . If T1 Ă T2 then
SpT1, Kq Ă SpT2, Kq and MpT2, Kq ĂMpT1, Kq.
Noting that T µ Ă T ρ Ă T ν , by the previous lemma, we conclude
SpT µ, Kq Ă SpT ρ, Kq Ă SpT ν, Kq “ K,
MpT ν , Kq ĂMpT ρ, Kq ĂMpT µ, Kq.
for any K Ă X .
The following result says that, in general, there are relationship between solution sets
of SVIP and MVIP associated to a multivalued operator and its pseudomonotone polar.
Proposition 6.2. Let T : X Ñ X˚ be a multivalued operator. Then, for every K Ă X ,
SpT ρ, Kq ĂMpT,Kq and SpT,Kq ĂMpT ρ, Kq.
Proof. Let K be a subset of X , take x P SpT ρ, Kq and assume that x R MpT,Kq. Then
there exist py, y˚q P T , with y P K, and x˚ P T ρpxq, such that xx ´ y, y˚y ą 0 and xy ´
x, x˚y ě 0. This contradicts the fact that px, x˚q „p py, y˚q, and we conclude SpT ρ, Kq Ă
MpT,Kq. The remaining inclusion can be proved analogously.
The inclusions in the previous result are strict in general. For instance, the operator
defined in Example 4.5 verifies
SpT,Rq “ H and MpT ρ,Rq “ t0u.
In addition, the operator defined in the Example 4.3 verifies, for K “ t1, 2u,
SpT ρ, Kq “ H and MpT,Kq “ K.
Note that Proposition 6.2 does not ask for any condition on T nor K. When T is
pseudomonotone (or even monotone), we can obtain a more complete array of inclusions
between the VIP solution sets.
Corollary 6.3. Let T : X Ñ X˚ be a multivalued operator and K Ă X .
1. If T is pseudomonotone,
SpT,Kq Ă SpT ρ, Kq
Ă Ă
MpT ρ, Kq Ă MpT,Kq
(4)
2. If T is monotone,
SpT,Kq Ă SpT µ, Kq Ă SpT ρ, Kq
Ă Ă
MpT ρ, Kq Ă MpT µ, Kq Ă MpT,Kq
(5)
We now recall the following well known result due to John [13], which characterizes
the pseudomonotonicity of a multivalued operator, with certain inclusions between the VIP
solution sets. We must remark that, although John originally dealt with finite dimensional
spaces, his proof can be easily adapted to general Banach spaces.
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Theorem 6.4 ([13],Theorem 2). Let T : X Ñ X˚ be a multivalued operator. Then T is
pseudomonotone if, and only if, SpT,Kq ĂMpT,Kq, for all K Ă dompT q.
In a similar way to Theorem 6.4, we establish a characterization of pseudomonotonicity
by comparing the solution sets of the VIPs associated to the operator and its pseudomono-
tone polar.
Proposition 6.5. Let T : X Ñ X˚ be a multivalued operator. Then the following condi-
tions are equivalent.
1. T is pseudomonotone.
2. SpT,Kq Ă SpT ρ, Kq, for all K Ă X .
3. MpT ρ, Kq ĂMpT,Kq, for all K Ă X .
Proof. From Lemma 6.1, we obtain that 1 implies 2 and 3. Moreover, from Theorem 6.4
and equation (4) in Corollary 6.3, we conclude that items 2 and 3 imply 1. The theorem
follows.
From Theorem 6.4 and Proposition 6.5, we can characterize pre-maximal pseudomono-
tonicity by the inclusions of the solution sets of the (SVIP) into the (MVIP).
Corollary 6.6. Let T : X Ñ X˚ be a pseudomonotone operator, everywhere defined.
Then T is pre-maximal pseudomonotone if, and only if, SpT ρ, Kq Ă MpT ρ, Kq, for all
K Ă dompT ρq.
The following result gives a sufficient condition for the pre-maximality of a multivalued
operator.
Proposition 6.7. Let T : X Ñ X˚ be a multivalued operator. If SpT,Kq “ SpT ρ, Kq or
MpT,Kq “MpT ρ, Kq, for all K Ă X then T is pre-maximal pseudomonotone.
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